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Technology and Livelihood Education (TLE) is considered as the most relevant subject area in the real world because of its practical and business advantages. It leads the youth to value industry and economy in their daily lives for the lessons in TLE promotes work and ingenuity.

According to Technology and Livelihood Education Teacher’s Guide, “the teaching of TLE plays a very important role in the realization of the overall goal of the curriculum.

It is just right to share to our dear students and stakeholders the practical essence of TLE subject and the fruits it may yield for their own sake as they make difference in their lives.

TLE class promotes domestic duties. This is true for we learn various household responsibilities from basic cleaning to cooking. The learners are being taught to handle things that mostly adult individuals are adept in doing.

TLE class initiates business. The simple preparation of homemade products to large-scale production businesses are being tackled in this subject. The students learn the ways of buy and sell and the simple methods of business transactions concerning products. Further, the value of money and the way to handle a simple enterprise are being shared in TLE class.
TLE class teaches technology. The basics and advancement in the field of technology are now being enjoyed by students. Latest software and hardware are being instructed at present and the students avail of the benefits they bring. In addition, they are updated on the latest trends in the field of education due to the wonders of computer.

TLE class develops love for work. Basically, TLE pertains to livelihood and this connotes work. The students are encouraged to make use of their skills in order to perform various work tasks and this is helpful in augmenting in them the love for what they are doing.

TLE class prepares us in facing the real world. The lessons being discussed in TLE prepares and empowers the youth in facing the real world. By means of the practical learning in technology and livelihood, the learner is abreast with the instruments in handling the challenges of the outside world.

TLE class inculcates patience. TLE teaches one to be patient because the things being done in TLE undergo a process or procedure. The step by step method may assist one to develop patience.

TLE class enhances our creativity. The arts in TLE class make one think wide in creating new ideas, designs and features in order to produce a unique product. Because of this, the ingenuity of a student is really manifested in TLE subject.

The evidences are given regarding the fruitful essence of TLE. It is just commendable that students of the present generation must give importance to the real worth of this subject.

Truly, Technology and Livelihood Education and the TLE teachers continuously affect the lives of many students for they prepare them for tomorrow.
It is just proper to conclude my thoughts with the line from Bill Gates, to quote: “Technology is just a tool. In terms of getting the kids working together and motivating them, the teacher is most important.”

That is exactly true!
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